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a b s t r a c t

Textiles are promising materials to realize the next generation of pneumatic soft robots as they are
lightweight, conformable, stretchable, and intrinsically anisotropic. Exploiting these properties, here we
describe the fabrication and mechanical characterization of a new type of bending textile actuator. The
actuator is fabricated using a lamination and layering process which eliminates the need for complex
cut-and-sew procedures or the addition of components such as a bladder to contain air. We demonstrate
the use of films to create air-impermeable textile composites and to alter themechanical properties of the
textiles, facilitating the design of actuatorswhich exhibit complex deformation patterns.Wemechanically
characterize the textile composites and mathematically model their behavior. Finally, we show that our
manufacturing and modeling methods facilitate the design of actuators tailored to specific functions, as
demonstrated by our soft textile-based robotic glove.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Inflatable actuators made of compliant elastomeric materials
have attracted growing interest in recent years [1–3] and have
enabled the design of soft wearable robots and assistive devices
that can safely and effectively interact closely with humans [4–6].
However, one drawback of using elastomers is that their response
is intrinsically isotropic. This necessitates the embedding of either
complex architecture [7–9] or carefully oriented fibers [10,11] into
the actuators, thus introducing the required anisotropy but also
adding complexity to the system. Furthermore, while elastomeric
soft actuators are very compliant, they can be too heavy and bulky
forwearable robots andoverly restrict themovement of joints even
when the device is unpowered.

Textiles are promising materials to realize the next genera-
tion of soft wearable robots, as they are lightweight, conformable,
stretchable, and intrinsically anisotropic. Because of their light-
ness, compliance, and low packing volume, textiles have already
been utilized in a variety of inflatable structures, including airbags
for car safety [12], temporary shelters [13,14], and soft actua-
tors which provide linear and rotary motions [15,16]. However,
these structures do not take advantage of the stretchability and
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anisotropy of textiles, and their inflated configuration is com-
pletely determined by their initial shape rather than the mechan-
ical stretch afforded by knit textiles. Only very recently it has
been shown that the intrinsic anisotropy and stretchability of
textiles can be exploited to create bending actuators with very
simple geometry [17]. This effort, however, represents only the
first step towards textile-based wearable soft robots. The fabrica-
tion of the actuators via a cutting and sewing process is not only
labor-intensive and time-consuming, but also introduces weak
points into the textile where failure is more likely to occur during
inflation. Moreover, since actuation is achieved by inflating a ther-
moplastic elastomer balloon inside the textile pocket, the response
is often not repeatable due to inconsistencies in balloon insertion
and movement of the balloon inside the pocket. In order to realis-
tically bring the great potential of textiles to wearable soft robots,
there is the need not only to identify new approaches for quickly
manufacturing actuators that perform reliably and repeatably, but
also to develop mathematical models to guide their design.

Here, we combine experimental and analytical tools to realize
textile-based soft inflatable actuators that can be integrated into a
glove to assist impaired individuals in performing activities of daily
living [18,19]. Our bending actuators fully exploit the anisotropic
properties of highly stretchable textiles (Fig. 1a) and are rapidly
designed by employing a mathematical model that enables us to
identify the geometric parameters resulting in the desired motion
for a given application (Fig. 1b). Moreover, a manufacturing ap-
proachwhich involves laminating the textileswith a thermoplastic
air-impermeable film and using heat to bond them enables the
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rapid fabrication of different actuator designs that do not rely
on a separate balloon to achieve inflation (Fig. 1c). With these
newmanufacturing andmodeling approaches,wedesign actuators
with articulation which imitate the motion of a finger and can be
integrated into an assistive glove (Fig. 1d). Notably, our manufac-
turing and modeling strategies are not limited to the specific cases
presented here, but could be applied to a range of assistive and
wearable robots for both upper and lower extremity applications.

2. Textile selection and modeling

We start by noting that to produce the required bendingmotion
while keeping the actuator as low-profile as possible along the top
of the finger, the top part of the actuator calls for a textile which
stretches significantly in one direction and stretches minimally in
the perpendicular direction, while for the bottom part we need
a textile which stretches less in all directions. We also note that
while the bottom textile should not stretch very much, it should
still have some extensibility — this allows us to incorporate the ac-
tuator into wearable devices which can stretch as a person moves.
Furthermore, to enable pneumatic actuation we need to make
the textiles impermeable to air. This can be achieved by coating
the textiles with a thermoplastic polyurethane film (3918, Bemis
Company, Inc.), which not onlymakes the textiles air impermeable,
but also preserves their anisotropic properties and does not overly
inhibit their extensibility (see Figure S1).

Next, we usemechanical testing to identify commercially avail-
able textiles with the ideal mechanical properties. More specifi-
cally, we conduct uniaxial and equibiaxial tension tests on differ-
ent textile-film composites (see Supporting Information for more
details). We use knitted textiles since their looped structure en-
ables high levels of stretch and recovery. Knits have two distinct
directions referred to as the wale (parallel to the direction of
manufacturing) and the course (perpendicular to the direction of
manufacturing). For the top part of the actuator, we choose a
knit whose structure permits high stretch in the wale direction
while restricting stretch in the course direction (see Fig. 2c). For
the bottom, we choose a knit which is significantly stiffer than
the top knit in both the course and wale directions (see Fig. 2d).
Finally, it is important to note that the mechanical response of
the selected textiles can be nicely captured using a hyperelas-
tic anisotropic continuum model such as the Holzapfel–Gasser–
Ogden model [20], whose strain energy is given by

W = C(I1 − 3) +
k1
2k2

(
ek2(I4−1)2

− 1
)
. (1)

In the equation above, C, k1, k2 are material parameters, I1 =

tr(FFT ) and I4 = FM · FM, F being the deformation gradient and
M denoting the stiffest direction of the textile in the undeformed
configuration (see Supporting Information for more details). We
find that the response of the top layer is best captured using C =

0.64MPa, k1 = 0.12MPa, and k2 = 0.52 (see Fig. 2c), while for the
bottom layer C = 0.99 MPa, k1 = 0.017 MPa, and k2 = 1.1 lead to
the best match (see Fig. 2d).

3. Actuator fabrication

Having identified two textile-film composites with ideal me-
chanical properties, we now combine them to make inflatable
actuators. To this end, we take advantage of the fact that the film
which we applied to the textiles to make them air-impermeable
can bond to itself and we use a heat press (Digital Knight DK20S)
to put the two composite layers together, eliminating the need
to sew a complex seam. To form an airtight textile pocket, we
place between the two layers awater-soluble polymer (Sulky Ultra
Solvy Stabilizer, a polyvinyl alcohol) which has been cut (using a

Versa laser) into the shape of the desired actuator chamber. The
polymer does not adhere to the film during heating and, when the
bonding process is complete, can simply be dissolved using water.
The actuator is finished by inserting a tube and gluing it in place
(see Supporting Information for more details).

We start by fabricating bending actuators with a rectangular
chamber of width W and length L (the chamber also has an ad-
ditional taper towards the tubing and is rounded at the distal end
— see Fig. 3a). To quantify the deformation of our actuators during
inflation, we use a camera (Canon EOS Rebel T5i) and extract their
outer edge (in the region of the chamber of initial length L) from
the recorded images via edge detection. By finding the circular arc
which best fits the edge of length lt , we can identify the radius
of curvature of the actuator ρ and the bend angle ψ = lt/ρ.
Moreover, by tracking the white lines located at the two ends of
the chamber (indicated by the red boxes in Fig. 3d) via digital
image processing we can monitor the radius of the actuator ri (see
Supporting Information).

In Fig. 3e we report the evolution of the bend angle per unit
length (ψ/L) and of the change in radius (ri/Ri with Ri = W/π ) as
a function of the applied pressure for three actuators with length
L = 110mmandwidthW = 10mm (greenmarkers), 20mm (blue
markers), and 30 mm (black markers). All actuators are initially
flat. We find that as the inflation starts (i.e. for very small values of
applied pressure - Fig. 3e) the bend angle ψ of all three actuators
remains almost zero, while the radius ri rapidly increases until
ri/Ri = 1. At this point the actuators take on a cylindrical shape
with radius Ri = W/π (see Fig. 3b). However, as the pressure
increases, the textiles begin to stretch and the actuators start to
bend, taking on the shape of a toroidal segment (Fig. 3c and d). We
see that the actuatorwithW = 10mmdeforms themost, reaching
ψ = 1.5◦/mm at a pressure of 250 kPa. In contrast, the actuators
with widths W = 20 mm and 30 mm deform less and can sustain
lower values of pressure.

4. Actuator modeling

The experimental results of Fig. 3c indicate that the response of
the actuators can be tuned by varying their geometry. To rapidly
navigate the design space and identify actuator geometry leading
to the desired response for a particular application, we develop a
mathematical model based on nonlinear elasticity. Previous mod-
els of pneumatic soft actuators often relied on finite element anal-
ysis which gives accurate results but is time-consuming [21–23].
Analytical models were developed as an alternative, but relied
on the assumption of zero deformation in the radial direction
[6,24]. Such assumption is clearly violated by our textile-based
actuators, necessitating a new modeling approach. Taking inspi-
ration from the volume maximization strategy recently proposed
to model elastomeric fiber-reinforced actuators [25], here we use
strain energy minimization to predict the actuator deformation
(see Supporting Information for more details). More specifically,
guided by our experiments, we assume that the actuator starts
from a cylindrical configuration with inner radius Ri = W/π and
length L, and inflates to the shape of a toroidal segment withmajor
radius ρ, minor radius ri, and length lt (neglecting the ends of
the actuator). Since the actuator consists of two materials, which
deform differently, one more parameter k is introduced to relate
the extension in the circumferential direction of the top layer to
that of the bottom one. Finally, to simplify the model, we assume
that allmaterials in the actuator are incompressible, an assumption
which we validated using finite element analysis (see Supporting
Information for more details). Under these assumptions, the strain
energy U of the actuator can be written as:

U =

∫ L

0

∫ π
2

−
π
2

∫ Ro

Ri

W (b)R dRdΘdZ +

∫ L

0

∫ 3π
2

π
2

∫ Ro

Ri

W (t)R dRdΘdZ,
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Fig. 1. (a) Knitted textiles show highly anisotropic behavior under uniaxial tension. (b) By modeling textiles as homogeneous anisotropic continua, we can develop models
of bending textile actuators. (c) Using lamination and layering, we can fabricate actuators quickly and easily. (d)Manufacturing andmodeling approaches can easily be scaled
to more complex designs.

(2)

where W (b)(Θ) and W (t)(Θ) are the strain energy densities of the
bottom and top textiles (given by Eq. (1)), R,Θ and Z are the radial,
circumferential, and axial coordinates in the initial configuration,
Ri and Ro are the initial inner and outer radii of the actuator, and L
is the initial length of the actuator. Since the volume enclosed by a
toroidal segment is

V = πr2i
lt

ρ + ri
ρ, (3)

given a supplied volume Vsupplied inside the actuator, we then solve
for (ρ, ri, lt , k) by minimizing the strain energy U (via the con-
strained nonlinear solver fmincon in Matlab) subject to the con-
straint Vsupplied = V . Finally, we use the Cauchy equilibrium
equations to relate the deformation to the internal pressure P (see
Supporting Information for details):

P =
1
2π

∫ π
2

−
π
2

∫ ro

ri

σ
(b)
θθ (Θ) − σ

(b)
rr

r
drdΘ

+
1
2π

∫ 3π
2

π
2

∫ ro

ri

σ
(t)
θθ (Θ) − σ

(t)
rr

r
drdΘ, (4)

where σ (α)
= −pI +

1
det F

∂W (α)

∂F FT is the Cauchy stress (p is a
hydrostatic stress, I is the identity matrix, and α ∈ {t, b} refers to
the top and bottom textiles). In Fig. 3e, we compare the predictions
of this model (continuous lines) to experimental results (markers)
for the three considered different geometries. We see a reasonably
good match between model and experiment, with discrepancies

most likely due to the constitutive models for the textiles not
picking up all of the complexities of the textile behavior and to the
assumption that the actuator cross-section is perfectly circular.

5. Application to assistive glove

Having identified tools for rapidlymodeling andmanufacturing
textile actuators, we now demonstrate that these methods enable
us to design a wearable device which assists with grasping. It
has been shown that soft robotic gloves can help people who
have hand impairments with performing activities of daily living
[18,19,26,27]. This idea has been explored in detail for elastomeric
actuators [18], but more recently, textile actuators have been pro-
posed as an alternative [17] as they are easier to integrate into
wearable devices. Furthermore, textiles are more lightweight than
elastomers, making the device transparent when not actuated –
this means it is more comfortable to wear and does not impede
movement. While previous work has shown that textile actuators
could successfully be used in a soft robotic glove [19], here we
show that our newmanufacturing andmodelingmethods facilitate
faster and simpler fabrication of the device, as well as the design of
actuators which more accurately mimic finger motion.

We first note that the textile actuators presented in Fig. 3 are
not ideal tomimic fingermotion, since they have constant bending
curvature,whereas fingers bend at discrete locations (i.e. joints). To
produce actuators capable of matching the motion of the fingers,
we require the portions of the actuator which will be located at
the joints to bend upon inflation, while those in between should
resist deformation. Notably, these alternating bending and straight
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Fig. 2. (a) Uniaxial tensile test setup (b) Biaxial tensile test setup (c) SEM image, experimental data, and best-fit model for the laminated Raschel knit (24710, Darlington
Fabrics) (d) SEM image, experimental data, and best-fit model for the laminated Tricot knit (26210, Darlington Fabrics).

segments can be realized with a single pocket (so that the actuator
has only a single pressure input), by applying a stiff polyamide film
(4220, Bemis Company, Inc.) to alternating portions of the actuator
to significantly increase its stiffness in those areas. Thus, such ar-
ticulated actuators can bemanufactured following the sameproce-
dure as before, simply adding an extra step where we laminate the
actuators with the stiff film in alternating areas (Fig. 4b). However,
identifying the actuator width and the lengths of the bending and
straight segments is challenging, as there are a few requirements
which must be fulfilled. More specifically, we want the actuator (i)
to be as narrow as possible, to ensure it remains low-profile when

inflated (but it must still be wide enough to enable easy fabrication
andprovide adequate force); (ii) to achieve the target configuration
at a low pressure, to ensure safe operation andminimize hardware
requirements; (iii) to have bending segment lengths which are as
short as possible (to fit over the joints). Assuming that there are
no interactions between bending and straight segments, we can
use our analytical model to identify actuators capable of achieving
the target configurationwhile satisfying all these requirements. To
this end, in Fig. 4c we report the bend per unit length as a function
of initial actuator width and applied pressure as predicted by our
analyticalmodel for a homogeneous bending segment.We see that
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Fig. 3. (a)–(c) Illustration of model parameters (d) Photographs of actuators with different widths at different actuation pressures. (e) Comparison of experimental results
and model predictions of actuator deformation.

at any given pressure, wider actuators yield greater bend per unit
length (ψ/L). Moreover, we find that for each actuatorwidth, there
is a critical pressure above which the model breaks down due to a
ballooning instability in the constitutive models (see white area in
Fig. 4c). Such instability clearly limits the maximum pressure at
which we can operate.

To demonstrate thepower of ourmodeling approach,we choose
an everyday task – picking up a glass or bottle – and use the predic-
tions of Fig. 4c to design actuators that mimic the grasping motion
used for that task. Given the average joint angles for grasping a
cylindrical object of diameter 50.8 mm [28] and the average finger
dimensions for a large-sized hand (see Fig. 4a and Supporting
Information), we can identify the required actuator configurations
for each of the fingers (index,middle, ring, and little). Focusing on a
middle fingerwith total length of 194mm,we find that an actuator
of width 11.5 mm with bending segments of length 27 mm, 25
mm, and 21 mm reaches the target configuration at a pressure of

240 kPa (Fig. 4d), satisfying all of our requirements. In Fig. 4e we
show the fabricated actuator based on this design when inflated
to a pressure of 240 kPa, with its target shape overlaid. We see
that the actuator behaves as expected, with only a slight difference
between the target configuration and the actual configuration. This
difference is most likely due to the inaccuracies of the model (as
outlined above) and also due to our assumption that the straight
segments do not affect the deformation of the bending segments
(we can see in Fig. 4e that the radius of a bending segment has
to decrease a lot at its edges in order to match the radius of the
straight segments). However, the discrepancy between the target
configuration and the actual configuration is not large enough that
wewould expect it to affect the functionality of a soft robotic glove.
Finally, while in Fig. 4 we show results only for the middle finger,
the index, ring, and little finger actuators were designed similarly
(see Supporting Information).
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Fig. 4. (a) Middle finger joint angles and lengths (b) Applying rigid film to the outside of the actuator yields the straight segments (c) Contour plot showing bend angle per
unit length as a function of actuator width and applied pressure (d) Middle finger actuator design (e) Middle finger actuator at 240 kPa, overlaid with target configuration
(f) Assistive glove pressurized to 240 kPa.

Next, we show that the articulated actuators we have designed
can be integrated into an assistive glove. Rather than individu-
ally fabricating an actuator for each finger, we use our layered
manufacturing approach to make the device in a single piece (see
Supporting Information). Since the geometry here ismore complex
than that of the individual actuators, we use an alignment board
and pins to ensure that the layers line up correctly. As before, we
start by laminating both the high stretch and low stretch textiles.
We then seal the laminated textiles together to create a glove-
shaped device with five embedded air chambers.We add rigid film
to the top and bottom of the device to create articulation for each
of the fingers, andwe insert tubing to provide an air supply to each
of the actuators. Lastly, we make the device wearable by sewing it
onto a large-size glove (Shima Seiki USA). For the index, middle,
ring, and little fingers, we use the articulated actuator designs
identified in the previous section. Differently, for the thumb we
use just a simple bending actuator, since the actuators presented
here are not sufficient to replicate its ability to move out of plane
as it bends. Note that since the glove is fabricated all in one piece
(as shown in Fig. 1d), the middle finger is aligned with the wale
direction of the textile, as in the model, but the index, ring, and lit-
tle fingers are at a slight angle to the wale. We ran a finite element
simulation to compare the behavior of an actuator alignedwith the
wale to the behavior of one at an angle of 10◦ and found that their
behavior was quite similar, and therefore this angle did not affect
the functionality of the glove (see Supporting Information).

Pressurizing all five of the actuators in the glove to 240 kPa, we
see that the glove produces a graspingmotion, enabling thewearer
to grasp a jar (Fig. 4f). Notably, since the articulated actuators have
been designed to mimic finger motion, they distribute pressure
more evenly over the fingers than simple bending actuators which
have constant curvature and produce a motion which is further
from the natural motion of the fingers (see Supporting Informa-
tion). Moreover, while the glove stiffens and applies forces to the
wearer when it is actuated, the compliance and flexibility of its
constitutive materials make it transparent when not actuated (see
Supplementary Video).

6. Conclusions

In summary,wehavepresentednewmanufacturing and analyt-
icalmethods for rapidly fabricating andmodeling textile actuators.
In particular we have shown how to laminate highly stretchable
textiles tomake themair-impermeable andheat-sealable.Wehave
mechanically characterized these textile-film composites and used
the characterization results in an analytical model which predicts
the quasi-static behavior of the actuators. Future work on this
project will include modeling the time-dependent response of the
actuators.

The manufacturing and modeling methods presented here al-
low for the rapid iteration of actuator designs, as the modeling
process tells us the effect of changing actuator geometry, while
the manufacturing process allows us to quickly investigate the
effect of using differentmaterials (such as different textiles or films
with different properties). Ourmanufacturing process can easily be
scaled to produce devices with more complex geometries, giving
these actuators potential to be used in a wide range of wearable
and assistive devices. These devices could aid people who have
suffered injuries which impair their ability to perform activities
of daily life, or could be used in factories to reduce work-related
musculoskeletal injuries.
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S1 Textile Characterization and Modeling

In this section we first describe our experimental procedures for characterizing textile be-

havior and present the collected results. Then, we describe the procedure for identifying an

appropriate continuum constitutive model for the textiles.

S1.1 Mechanical testing

To characterize the mechanical properties of the textiles, we conducted uniaxial and biaxial

tension tests.

Uniaxial tensile testing. The uniaxial tensile tests were conducted on a single-axis In-

stron (model 5566; Instron, Inc.) using pneumatic grips and a 10kN load cell. All specimens

1



were rectangular with width W = 50 mm, length 200 mm and thickness T = 0.6 mm. A

gauge length of L = 75 mm was used, and the specimens were tested by stretching them

along the wale direction (a wale being a column of loops knitted by a single needle) and the

course direction (perpendicular to the wale) – see Figure S1a.

The two textiles we used in our work are constructed very differently. The high stretch

textile (24710, Darlington Fabrics) is produced on a 64 gauge raschel knitting machine

employing a structure that produces high stretch and is composed of 88% 45/13 Bright

Nylon and 12% 14 Denier Spandex yarns. Differently, the low stretch knit (26210, Darlington

Fabrics) is produced on a 32 gauge tricot knitting machine and is composed of 83% 40/13

Dull Nylon and 17% 54 Denier Spandex yarn. The 26210 material is named ‘light weight

nylon mockwoven’ indicating its similarity to a woven textile.

Three different sets of specimens of the high stretch textile and the low stretch textile

were considered: (i) uncoated (Figure S1b,c), (ii) coated with the air-impermeable film

(3918, Bemis Company, Inc - Figure S1d,e), and (iii) coated with the rigid film (4220, Bemis

Company, Inc - Figure S1f,g).

In Figure S1b-g, we report the experimental stress-stretch curves. Note that the stretch

λ is calculated from the extension (∆u) applied by the Instron as

λ =
L+ ∆u

L
, (S1)

while the Cauchy stress σ is obtained from the force F measured by the Instron as

σ =
F

wt
, (S2)

where L is the initial gauge length of the sample and w = λ−
1
2W and t = λ−

1
2T are its current

width and thickness (assuming that the material is incompressible – see Section S1.2). We

find that for the uncoated case the high stretch knit is much stiffer in the course direction

(see Figure S1b), while for the low stretch knit the wale direction is much stiffer than the

2



other (see Figure S1c). Coating with the air-impermeable film increases the stiffness of the

textiles slightly overall but preserves the anisotropic properties of the textiles (although the

degree of anisotropy is somewhat reduced). The coating also preserves the difference in

behavior between the two textiles (see Figures S1d and e). Finally, coating with the rigid

film increases the stiffness significantly in all cases (see Figures S1f and g).
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Figure S1: (a) A schematic of a sample warp knit. The warp refers to the direction of manufacturing
of the knit. The ‘wales’ refer to the loops parallel to this warp direction, while the ‘courses’ are the
perpendicular loops. (b,c) Uniaxial tensile test results for the high stretch knit and low stretch knit
in the uncoated state (d,e) Uniaxial tensile test results for the high stretch knit and low stretch
knit coated with the air-impermeable film (f,g) Uniaxial tensile test results for the high stretch knit
and low stretch knit coated with the rigid film

Biaxial tensile testing. The biaxial tensile tests were conducted using a custom-made

setup consisting of four motorized linear translation stages (LTS300, Thorlabs, Inc.) con-

trolled using Matlab (Mathworks, Inc). The specimens were attached to the stages via 3d
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printed grips (printed on an Objet Connex 500 printer – Stratasys) and two of the grips were

attached to load cells (LSB200, 50lb capacity, FUTEK Advanced Sensor Technology, Inc.),

which measured the force continuously as the specimen was deformed.

We used cruciform specimens, where the cruciform shape was aligned with the course

and wale directions of the textile. The specimens had arm length 60 mm and arm width

20 mm and we marked a square gauge region with edges L = 10 mm in the center of the

specimen (dashed lines in Figure S2a). To ensure that the displacement of the stages resulted

in straining of the gauge region, rather than straining of the specimen arms, the arms were

reinforced by applying a layer of rigid film (4220, Bemis Company, Inc).

To characterize the deformation of the gauge region as the specimen was stretched, we

recorded images using a webcam (Logitech Webcam 300) and then extracted the length

of the gauge region in the course (lc) and wale (lw) directions. The stretch in the course

direction λc and the stretch in the wale direction λw were then calculated as

λc =
lc
L
, λw =

lw
L
. (S3)

Finally, we use the loads Fc and Fw measured by the load cells along the course and wale

directions, respectively, to calculate the Cauchy stresses in the gauge region as

σc = λc
Fc

2LT
, σw = λw

Fw
2LT

(S4)

where T = 0.6 mm is the initial thickness of the samples, and the factor 2 is introduced

because the width of the gauge square is half the width of the specimen arm.

We performed equibiaxial tests on each textile coated with the air-impermeable film. In

Figure S2b, we see that the high stretch knit is stiffer in the course direction than in the

wale direction, as observed in the uniaxial tests. However, while in the uniaxial tests we

observed a very large difference in stiffness between the course and wale directions, here the

difference is less pronounced. For the low stretch knit, we see in Figure S2c that the textile

5



behaves similarly in each direction. This contrasts with the uniaxial tests, where the wale

direction was much stiffer than the course. Finally, we performed an additional biaxial test

on each textile, where we applied a greater displacement to the specimen in the compliant

direction than in the stiff direction. The results are shown in Figure S2d,e and will be used

to validate our constitutive model in the next section.
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Figure S2: (a) Schematic of a cruciform specimen. (b,c) Equibiaxial test results for high stretch
knit and low stretch knit. (d,e) Biaxial test results for high stretch knit and low stretch knit - here,
a higher displacement was applied to the textiles in their most compliant direction (as identified
from the uniaxial tests).
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S1.2 Modeling

From the uniaxial and biaxial experimental results on the coated textiles, we see that each

textile has one direction which is much stiffer than the other. To capture this behavior, we

used the Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden continuum model [1], which is defined by the strain energy

density

W = C10(Ī1 − 3) +
K

2

(
J2 − 1

2
− ln J

)
+

k1

2k2

N∑
α=1

(
ek2Ē

2
α − 1

)
, (S5)

with

Ēα = κ(Ī1 − 3) + (1− 3κ)(Ī4(αα) − 1). (S6)

Here, N is the number of families of fibers and C10, k1, k2, K and κ are material parameters.

K is the initial bulk modulus of the material, while κ (0 ≤ κ ≤ 1/3) describes the level of

dispersion in the fiber directions. Since in our textiles we have one characteristic orientation

(N = 1) and all ‘fibers’ being perfectly aligned, we have κ = 0 and the strain energy given

in Eq. (S5) reduces to

W = C10(Ī1 − 3) +
K

2

(
J2 − 1

2
− ln J

)
+

k1

2k2

(
ek2(Ī4−1)2 − 1

)
, (S7)

where J = detF, Ī1 = J−2/3tr(FTF) and Ī4 = J−2/3M · (FTF) ·M, F being the deformation

gradient and M denoting the characteristic orientation (stiffest direction) of the textile.

To identify appropriate material parameters for each of the textiles, we performed finite

element analysis using Abaqus (SIMULIA, Providence RI). This allowed us to fully account

for boundary effects and stress inhomogeneities in the specimens. All models were generated

using shell elements (S4R) and had geometry identical to that of the experimentally tested

specimens. We performed quasi-static nonlinear analysis using Abaqus/Standard to simulate

both uniaxial and biaxial tests. We extracted the stretch from the simulations using the same

procedure as for the experiments. In the simulations we observed that the stress state was

uniform within the gauge region, so we extracted the stress directly from the simulation

7



output database. We then compared the stress-stretch relationships from the simulations to

the relationships from the experiments. We repeated the simulations adjusting the material

parameters C10, k1 k2 each time until we found the best match to the experimental results,

for all stress-stretch curves (see Figure S3c-h). We also adjusted the value of the Poisson’s

ratio ν = 3K−4C10

2(3K+2C10)
to find the best fit for the deformation of the central region under

uniaxial loading (see Figure S4c,d). For the high stretch knit, we found that the response is

best captured using C = 0.64 MPa, k1 = 0.12 MPa, k2 = 0.52, and ν = 0.49, while for the

low stretch knit, we found C = 0.99 MPa, k1 = 0.017 MPa, k2 = 1.1 and ν = 0.49.
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Figure S3: (a) Sample FEA results for a uniaxial test, showing the sample in its initial and deformed
configurations. (b) Sample FEA results for a biaxial test, showing the sample in its initial and
deformed configurations. (c,d) Comparison of experimental and numerical results for uniaxial tests
(e,f) Comparison of experimental and numerical results for equibiaxial tests (g,h) Comparison of
experimental and numerical results for biaxial tests
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Figure S4: (a) High stretch textile coated with air-impermeable film pictured in the relaxed and
stretched configurations. (b) Snapshots of the relaxed and stretched configurations from finite
element simulations of the high stretch textile coated with air-impermeable film. (c,d) A comparison
of experimental stretch ratios in the course and wale directions with the ratios from finite element
simulations

S2 Actuator Fabrication

To fabricate a textile actuator, we must first make the textiles air-impermeable. This can

be achieved either by coating [2, 3] or by inserting a balloon into the textile pocket [4, 5].

Here, we choose to coat the textiles, as the coating has a dual functionality - making the

10



textile impermeable to air, and enabling us to bond textiles together without sewing. Note

that we want the coating (i) to preserve the anisotropic properties of the textiles and does

not overly inhibit their extensibility (see Figure S3a,b) and (ii) to be quick and easy to be

applied to the textile. Taking these two requirements into consideration, we chose to use a

thermoplastic polyurethane film (3918, Bemis Company, Inc.), which exhibits 100% recovery

after 100% elongation.

The fabrication of our textile-based actuators consists of seven steps.

(a) Using a Versa Laser, we cut the thermoplastic polyurethane film to the required shape

of the actuator. For example, to create an actuator with initial air chamber width 15

mm, we cut a rectangle of film of width 29 mm, which allows for a 7 mm seal around

the actuator. We then adhere the film to the textile by placing the film on top of

the textile and using a heat press (Digital Knight DK20S) to apply heat and pressure

(340◦ F at 60 psi, as recommended by the film manufacturer) for 75 s (Figure S1a,b).

Finally, we rotate the textile and film 90◦ and apply the same heat and pressure again,

to ensure a good bond.

We measured the strength of the bond between the film and the textile by bonding a

section of film to a textile specimen and using an Instron machine to peel the film off

the textile. The knit has two different faces - matte and shiny. Since the film showed

stronger adhesion to the matte side (see Figure S5), we always applied the film to the

matte side of the textile when fabricating the actuators.
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Figure S5: Here we show the force required to peel the air-impermeable film from a 25.4mm wide
sample of the high-stretch knit. We see that the film adheres more strongly to the matte face of
the textile (film started to peel at a load of 20N) than to the shiny face (film started to peel at a
load of 16N).

(b) We repeat this procedure for the low-stretch textile.

(c) To ensure a strong seal when the top and bottom layers are bonded together, we add an

extra layer of film around the edge of the actuator (Figure S1c). This layer is adhered

to the laminated textile using a heat press at 340◦ F and 60 psi. We apply heat and

pressure for 75s, rotate the textile 90◦, and apply heat and pressure for another 75s.

(d) As well as making the textiles air-impermeable, the film enables us to heat seal the top

and bottom layers of the actuator together. To stop the actuator chamber from sealing

up, we need a material in the center which will not adhere to the film upon heating and

which can easily be removed from the actuator at the end of the fabrication process.

For this purpose, we choose a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Sulky Ultra Solvy Stabilizer).

This does not adhere to the Bemis film, and it is water-soluble so it can simply be

rinsed out of the actuator. The PVA is cut to the required width of the actuator
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chamber, and tapered at one end to the size of the tube which will be inserted later.

We sandwich the PVA between the top and bottom layers, and seal using heat and

pressure (Figure S1d).

(e) As well as using films for air-impermeability and to allow for sealing, we can use them

to change the properties of the textile. For example, if we apply a polyamide film (4220,

Bemis Company, Inc.), it restricts the deformation of the textile (Figure S1e). Thus

we can expand the design space of our actuators, since we can apply film in patterns

to make actuators which deform into complex shapes upon pressurization (Figure 1d).

(f) We leave the newly formed textile pocket to cool overnight. The next day we fill it with

water, clamp it at the top, and leave it for a few hours to allow the PVA to dissolve

(Figure S1f). We then rinse it out and leave it to dry.

(g) Lastly we insert tubing at the open end of the actuator, and seal around the tubing

using Loctite Flexible Adhesive for Vinyl, Fabric, and Plastic (Figure S1g).
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Figure S6: Fabrication of sew-free actuators
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S3 Testing the actuators

All actuators were inflated to various different pressures using a pressure regulator (ER1-

04-P000, Wilkerson Corporation) controlled through a dedicated graphical user interface

written in LabView (LabView 2012, National Instruments). The actuators were secured by

threading them through a 3d-printed fixture (see Figure S7). The pressure value was read

from a pressure gauge (BSP B010-EV002-A00A0B-S4, Balluff).

To quantify the deformation of the actuators during inflation, we use a camera (Canon

EOS Rebel T5i) and take photos of the actuators at various different inflation pressures. A

sample photo is shown in Figure S7. To remove end effects, we quantify the deformation of

the part of the actuator between the white lines only (these lines mark the beginning of the

taper at the proximal end of the actuator, and the rounded region at the distal end). We

post-process the photos in Matlab. We extract the radial stretch by monitoring the length

of the white lines. We use edge detection to identify the outer edge of the actuator of length

lt. We then find the circle with radius ρ of best fit to this edge and calculate the bend angle

per unit length as (Figure S7)

ψ =
lt
ρt

(S8)
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Figure S7: An actuator of width 20mm inflated to a pressure of 141kPa. The section of interest
has radius r, length lt, and bend angle ψ.

S4 Actuator Modeling

To rapidly navigate the design space and identify actuator geometry leading to the desired

response, we develop a mathematical model based on nonlinear elasticity. The model predicts

the actuator deformation as a function of the applied internal pressure, the geometry of the

actuator and the mechanical properties of the layers used to fabricate it.

As described in the main text, our textile-based actuators, which are completely flat

prior to inflation, upon pressurization inflate first to take on a cylindrical shape with a

circular cross-section of inner radius Ri = W/π (Figure S8c), and then to the shape of a

toroidal segment (Figure S8d). To simplify the analytical model, we neglect the initial flat

configuration of the actuator, and instead assume that they start inflating from a cylindrical

configuration, characterized by an inner radius Ri, outer radius Ro = Ri +T (where T = 0.6
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mm is the measured thickness of the textile composite), and length L. Since the results from

Section S1 showed the textile composites to be almost incompressible, we simplify the model

by assuming that we can treat them as incompressible materials, which reduces the strain

energy to

W = C10(I1 − 3) +
k1

2k2

(
ek2(I4−1)2 − 1

)
, (S9)

where I1 = tr(FFT ) and I4 = FM ·FM, F being the deformation gradient and M denoting

the stiffest direction of the textile in the undeformed configuration. When pressurized, the

actuators deform into a segment of a torus, described by its inner radius ri, outer radius ro,

radius of curvature ρ, and length lt. Such deformation is fully described by the deformation

gradients

F(t) =


λ

(t)
r (θ) 0 0

0 λ
(t)
θ 0

0 0 λz(θ)

 (S10)

and

F(b) =


λ

(b)
r (θ) 0 0

0 λ
(b)
θ 0

0 0 λz(θ)

 (S11)

where

• λz(θ) is the axial stretch given by

λz(θ) =
l(θ)

L
(S12)

where

l(θ) =
lt(ρ− ri cos θ)

ρ+ ri
. (S13)

Note that λz is a function of the circumferential angle θ, since a constant axial stretch

would result in a cylindrical shape, rather than a toroidal one. Note also that strictly

speaking, l should be a function of both r and θ. However, since the difference between
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the inner and outer radius is so small, we approximate the radius as a constant ri.

• λ(b)
θ is the circumferential stretch of the bottom part of the actuator

λ
(b)
θ = k

ri
Ri

, (S14)

where k ∈ (0, 2) is a parameter that describes the extension in circumferential direc-

tion of the bottom layer. More specifically, for an actuator with circumference 2πri,

we assume that kπri is covered by the bottom textile and (2 − k)πri by the top one.

Note that, since in the undeformed configuration both textiles cover half of the cir-

cumference, for P = 0 we have k = 1.

• λ(t)
θ is the circumferential stretch of the top part of the actuator

λ
(t)
θ = (2− k)

ri
Ri

. (S15)

• λ(b)
r is the radial stretch of the bottom part of the actuator

λr(θ)
(b) =

1

λ
(b)
θ λz(θ)

(S16)

since we assume the material to be incompressible

• λ(t)
r is the radial stretch of the top part of the actuator

λr(θ)
(t) =

1

λ
(t)
θ λz(θ)

(S17)

since we assume the material to be incompressible

To fully determine the actuator deformation during inflation, we need to find the geo-

metric parameters ri, lt, ρt and k as a function of the pressure P inside the actuator. To

solve this problem,
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1. we calculate the strain energy of the system. To do this, we integrate the strain energy

density given by Eq. (S9) over the initial volume of the actuator:

U(ρ, ri, lt, k) =

L∫
0

π
2∫

−π
2

Ro∫
Ri

W (b)(I
(b)
1 , I

(b)
4 )R dRdΘdZ +

L∫
0

3π
2∫

π
2

Ro∫
Ri

W (t)(I
(t)
1 , I

(t)
4 )R dRdΘdZ,

(S18)

where W (b)(I
(b)
1 , I

(b)
4 ) and W (t)(I

(b)
1 , I

(b)
4 ) are the strain energy densities of the bottom

and top textiles, R, Θ and Z are the radial, circumferential, and axial coordinates in

the initial configuration, Ri and Ro are the initial inner and outer radii of the actuator,

and L is the initial length of the actuator. Moreover,

I
(b)
1 = tr(F(b)T · F(b)) = λ

(b)
θ

−2
λz(θ)

−2 + λ
(b)
θ

2
+ λz(θ)

2 (S19)

I
(t)
1 = tr(F(t)T · F(t)) = λ

(t)
θ

−2
λz(θ)

−2 + λ
(t)
θ

2
+ λz(θ)

2 (S20)

I
(b)
4 = F(b)M(b) · F(b)M(b) (S21)

I
(t)
4 = F(t)M(t) · F(t)M(t) (S22)

where M(b) and M(t) identify the stiffest direction of the bottom textile and the top

textile in the reference configuration. Finally, we do some simple geometric calculations

to relate the current circumferential angle θ to the reference circumferential angle Θ

using the parameter k as follows:

θ =


kΘ, if − π

2
≤ Θ < π

2

kπ
2

+ (2− k)(Θ− π
2
), if π

2
≤ Θ < 3π

2

(S23)

2. we minimize U using the constrained nonlinear solver fmincon in Matlab. Since the
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volume enclosed by a toroidal segment is

V = πr2
i

lt
ρ+ ri

ρ, (S24)

given a supplied volume Vsupplied, U must be minimized subject to the constraint

Vsupplied = V .

3. We solve the Cauchy equilibrium equations to relate the geometric parameters to the

internal pressure:

P =
1

2π

π
2∫

−π
2

ro∫
ri

σ
(b)
θθ (Θ)− σ(b)

rr

r
drdΘ +

3π
2∫

π
2

ro∫
ri

σ
(t)
θθ (Θ)− σ(t)

rr

r
drdΘ (S25)

where the Cauchy stress σ is given by

σ(i) = −pI + 2
∂W

∂I1

(i)

F(i)F(i)T + 2
∂W

∂I4

(i)

m(i) ⊗m(i) (S26)

where p is a hydrostatic stress and m is the stiffest direction of the textile in the

current configuration (m(i) = FM(i)). Since the textiles are very thin, we assume that

the stress in the radial direction is negligible (σrr = 0), and this allows us to eliminate

p.

To validate our analytical model, we performed finite element analysis (FEA) using Abaqus/Explicit.

In all our models the actuator was meshed with shell elements (S4R) and the response of

the material was captured using the Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden model with suitable set of pa-

rameters. In the simulations one end of the actuator was kept fixed and the actuator was

inflated under volume control by modeling the actuator chamber as a fluid-filled cavity and

increasing the temperature in the cavity, causing the fluid volume to increase.

To begin with, we used FEA to compare the inflation of actuators with initial flat and

initial cylindrical configuration. To this end, we constructed a cylinder of length L and radius
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R = W/π and made of two materials (top textile and bottom textile) and a flat actuator

made of two planar rectangular sheets of length L and width W (one for each textile) joined

together at the edges using a tie constraint. Note that for the latter, we cannot immediately

use volume control, as the air chamber has initially zero volume - a condition under which a

fluid-filled cavity cannot be defined. To circumvent this problem, we initially applied a very

small pressure load and then switched to volume control to avoid instabilities. In Figures

S8a we show numerical snapshots of such actuators at three different inflation pressures for

L = 100 mm and W = 15 mm. In both actuators the top textile is modeled using a Holzapfel-

Gasser-Ogden material with parameters C = 0.91 MPa, k1 = 0.07 MPa, and k2 = 2.4, while

the bottom one is modeled using a Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden material with C = 1.3 MPa,

k1 = 0.006 MPa, and k2 = 1.6. We see in Figure S8a,b that the actuators behave similarly.

Their behavior is compared quantitatively in Figure S9, where we plot bend angle per unit

length, circumferential stretch, and maximum axial stretch as a function of pressure. We see

that at lower pressures, the actuators behave the same way, and the behaviors deviate slightly

at higher pressures. Moreover, we find that the analytical model matches the cylindrical FEA

exactly. To further investigate the accuracy of the model, we performed FEA simulations

for different geometries and different material properties for the top textile (always using the

Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden model). The results are shown in Figure S9 and are compared to

the analytical results. As before, the analytical model matches the cylindrical FEA exactly,

while the flat FEA differs from the cylindrical FEA at high pressures. Since the discrepancy

between the cylindrical and flat FEA results is quite small, we concluded that assuming

cylindrical geometry was a reasonable approximation to make in the analytical model.
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Figure S8: (a) Finite element simulation of actuator starting from flat configuration. (b) Finite
element simulation of actuator starting from cylindrical configuration. (c) Schematic of cylinder
(and cross-section) representing initial actuator geometry and schematic of toroidal segment (and
cross-section) representing current actuator geometry
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Next, we compare the predictions of our model with the experimental result collected

during inflation of three actuators with length L = 110 mm and widths 10 mm, 20 mm, and

30 mm. We see a reasonably good match between model and experiment, with discrepancies

most likely due to the constitutive models for the textiles not picking up all of the complexities

of the textile behavior
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Figure S10: Comparison of model prediction and experimental results for three actuators with
different geometries. In each case, the bottom textile is a Holzapfel material with parameters
C = 1.3MPa, k1 = 0.006MPa, and k2 = 1.6, the top textile is a Holzapfel material with parameters
indicated in the legend, and the actuator radius and material thickness are as indicated in the
legend.

S5 Application to assistive glove

In this section, we describe how we use our modeling and manufacturing techniques to realize

a glove which mimics hand motion and has the potential to assist users who have impaired

hand function. We first describe how to design and fabricate individual articulated actuators

which can mimic finger motion, and then show how to integrate those into a glove.

S5.1 Articulated actuators

To produce actuators which mimic the motion of a finger, we require some portions of the

actuator to bend upon inflation, while other portions of the actuator resist deformation.

These alternating bending and straight segments are connected by a single air channel,
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so each actuator requires only one pressure input. The straight segments are realized by

applying polyamide film to the actuator, which significantly increases its stiffness in those

areas.

Actuator design We chose an everyday task – grasping a glass or bottle – and designed

articulated actuators to mimic the typical motion that a person’s fingers make when carrying

out that task i.e. the initially flat actuators should inflate to a configuration which mimics

a person’s fingers grasping a bottle. We defined a pressure operating range of 0–35psi(0-

240kPa), as this range is reasonably easy to generate and safe for a wearable device.

The average joint angles for grasping a cylindrical object of diameter 50.8mm (approx-

imately the size of a water bottle) are shown in Table 1[6] – these dictate what the bend

angles of the actuators should be. To identify appropriate lengths for the straight segments

of the actuators, we measured the hands of 12 people who wear a size large glove. We

measured the distances between the joints on each of their fingers – the average values are

reported in Table 1. From these lengths and angles, we can draw the configuration which

each actuator needs to take in order to grasp a bottle (Figure S11a-d).

index middle ring little

MCP angle 52 ◦ 56 ◦ 50 ◦ 46 ◦

PIP angle 56 ◦ 52 ◦ 48 ◦ 32 ◦

DIP angle 38 ◦ 44 ◦ 40 ◦ 36 ◦

L1 89mm 85mm 77mm 70mm

L2 46mm 51mm 47mm 38mm

L3 27mm 31mm 27mm 19mm

L4 26mm 28mm 28mm 26mm

Table 1

Next, we use our analytical model to identify the actuator geometries which will result

in the required motions upon inflation.
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1. To select the actuator geometry, there are some requirements which should be taken

into account. The actuator should

(a) have width between 10mm and 15mm, to ensure it is wide enough to be fabricated

easily, but narrow enough to fit on a finger

(b) be as narrow as possible, to ensure it remains low-profile when inflated

(c) achieve the target configuration at a low pressure, to ensure safe operation

(d) have segment lengths which fit over the joints

2. We use our analytical model to find the smallest actuator width which will produce

the required bend per unit length within the allowed pressure range. We found this

was 11.6mm. We fabricated all actuators with this width.

3. Now that we have chosen the width, we have determined that the bend per unit length

for all bending segments will be 2.07◦/mm. This allows us to calculate what the lengths

of all the bend segments will be - we take the required angle for each joint and divide

by the bend per unit length to find the lengths of the bending segments:

LMCP =
ψMCP

ω
LPIP =

ψPIP
ω

LDIP =
ψDIP
ω

(S27)

These are shown in green in Figure S11e-h.

4. Finally, we calculate the lengths of the straight segments in between:

L(1)
s = L1 −

LMCP

2
L(2)
s = L2 −

LMCP

2
− LPIP

2

L(3)
s = L3 −

LPIP
2
− LDIP

2
L(4)
s = L4 −

LDIP
2

(S28)

shown in blue in Figure S11e-h.

We fabricate the actuators as shown in Figure S6. If our calculations results in any segments

which are shorter than 8mm, we ignore those segments to simplify fabrication e.g. the index
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finger design in Figure S11e shows a straight segment of length 4mm, but when fabricating

this actuator, we remove this segment and instead have a continuous bending segment for

the PIP and DIP joints. The fabricated actuators are shown in Figure S11i-l.
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Figure S11: (a) Target lengths and joint angles for the index finger actuator. The shaded region
on the MCP joint indicates the longest allowed length of the bend segment for this joint. (b)-(d)
Target lengths and joint angles for the middle, ring, and little finger actuators. (e)-(f) Designs for
the index, middle, ring, and little finger actuators, as prescribed by the analytical model. (i)-(l)
Actuator configurations at 240kPa, overlaid with the target configurations.
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S5.2 Glove fabrication

We use the designs from the previous section to fabricate a glove which mimics hand motion.

We use the designs shown in Figure S11e-h, but now fabricate all actuators in parallel from

the same sheet (see Figure S12). Up to this point, we have not considered the motion of

the thumb, since it is more complex than that of the fingers. In designing the glove, we do

include an air chamber for the thumb, but do not analyze its motion nor attempt to replicate

thumb motion exactly – this will be explored in our future work.

To easily align all the layers for the glove, we use a plastic board in which we have laser

cut holes for alignment pins. Each design file has corresponding holes, so we can place each

layer of the glove on the board, and use the pins to make sure they are aligned correctly.

Figure S12 illustrates the fabrication process:

a First place the high stretch textile on the board, and place the air-impermeable film

on top. Tack the film in place using an iron (green area in Figure S12a), then trim

the edges of the film (red area in Figure S12a). Press the film onto the textile at a

temperature of 340◦F and a pressure of 60psi for 150s.

b Repeat step a for the low-stretch textile (Figure S12b).

c Place the laminated low stretch textile back on the board (film side up). Place the

seal layer of air-impermeable film on top. Tack it in place with an iron (green area)

and trim away the excess film (red area). Remove the assembly from the board, and

press it at a temperature of 340◦F and a pressure of 60psi for 150s. This step leaves

an additional thin layer of film around the edge of each of the actuators to improve

the seal between top and bottom layers.

d Place the laminated low stretch textile back on the board (film side up) and place the

PVA on top (Figure S12d). Lightly tack the PVA in place using an iron and trim away

the excess. Place the laminated high stretch textile on top of the assembly (film side
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down). Tack the high stretch layer in place using an iron. Remove the assembly from

the board, and press it at a temperature of 340◦F and a pressure of 70psi for 180s.

e Now that the top and bottom layers have been sealed together, place them back on

the alignment board. Place the rigid film layer on top (Figure S12e). Tack on the film

and trim the excess. Remove the assembly from the board and bond in the heat press.

Repeat this step to add the bottom layer of rigid film.

f Trim the excess fabric from the edges of the glove and fill the five chambers with water

to dissolve the PVA. When the PVA has dissolved, drain the water and leave the glove

to dry (Figure S12f). Insert a tube into each of the five chambers and glue the tubes in

place. Sew the laminated glove to an off the shelf size large glove using a whip stitch.
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Figure S12: Glove fabrication
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Since we fabricate the glove all in one piece, we end up with the index, ring, and little fingers

being fabricated at a slight angle to the wale direction of the textiles. We ran two finite

element simulations to check that this would not adversely affect their behavior. In each

case, we simulated a cylindrical actuator made from two Holzapfel materials: the top had

material properties C = 0.64 MPa, k1 = 0.12 MPa, and k2 = 0.52 while the bottom had

material properties C = 0.99 MPa, k1 = 0.017 MPa, and k2 = 1.1. For the simulation shown

in Figure S13A, the materials were arranged such that the direction corresponding to the

wale of the textile was aligned with the axial direction of the cylinder. In Figure S13B,

this direction was defined at an angle of 10◦ to the axial direction. We found that the two

actuators behaved very similarly. In S13B, we see that the deformation of the actuator is

not symmetric - it undergoes some twisting. But this deformation is very small, and since in

the fingers the bending segments are quite short, this effect would be even less pronounced.
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Figure S13: Finite element analysis results comparing (A) an actuator with wale direction aligned
with the axis to (B) an actuator with wale direction at an angle of 10◦ to the axis.

Figure S14: (A) Glove with segmented actuators (B) Glove with pure bending actuators
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